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RMDC's Disbursement to MFIs Recorded at Rs. 10.37 billion
2800

Figure 1: Annual Portfolio Growth of RMDC
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The Rural Microfinance Development Centre
Ltd (RMDC), a wholesale lender to microfinance
institutions and cooperative societies providing
microcredit to the poor in Nepal, disbursed
loan amounting to Rs. 10.37 billion to 157
organizations for on-lending to the poor
households till the end of the third quarter of
the fiscal year 2013/14 (13 April 2014). Loan
recovery of RMDC has been hundred percent
from the very first year of its operation.
Recovering all due amount of Rs. 7.72 billion
on time, RMDCs loan outstanding with its
partner organizations stood at Rs. 2.64 billion
at the end of the same quarter. RMDCs loan
portfolio growth on both disbursement and
outstanding, has been at an increasing trend
from the very beginning (see Figure 1).
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Measuring Poverty Rate with Progress out
of Poverty Index (PPI) by Nepalese MFIs
Nepalese MFIs have started using
Progress out of Poverty Index (PPI) tool
to measure poverty rate in their
program areas.
There was a pilot survey on
measurement of poverty rate by 19
partner MFIs of RMDC in September
2013. Analyzing the survey data, Good

Returns Social Performance Specialist
Muhammad Awais Butt presented the
findings of the pilot survey in a formal
gathering of 51 people in Kathmandu
on 16 January 2014. Chief executive
officer and the concerned branch
manager of the 19 MFIs, senior officials
of RMDC, officials of Centre Bureau of
Statistics and World Education Nepal

attended the meet. The program was
presided by RMDCs CEO Mr. Shankar
Man Shrestha.
The findings of the pilot survey with
PPI tool show that the poverty rate in
the microfinance branch areas is lower
as compared to the national poverty
rate of Nepal (see figure below).
Rural Microfinance Development Centre
Ltd. (RMDC) and Good Return, Australia
have been jointly implementing a
project on promotion of Progress out
of Poverty Index (PPI) tool in Nepal
since June 2013.
The Progress out of Poverty Index (PPI)
is an easy-to-use, objective client
poverty assessment tool. Designed by
Mark Schreiner of Grameen Foundation,
USA, it estimates the likelihood that
where an individual falls below the
national poverty line, the $1/Day/PPP
and $2/Day/PPP international
benchmarks. The PPI uses 10 simple
indicators that field officers can quickly
(contd. on page 2 ...)
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Vietnamese Delegates visit RMDC
A team of delegates from Vietnam
visited RMDC on January 17, 2014 to
get acquainted with the working
modality of RMDC and discuss and
share Nepal's experience of
microfinance. The team comprised
of Ms. Cao Thi Hong Van, Director,
Ms. Ho Khauh Le, Credit Manager,
Ms. Huang Thi Huong Thuy, Accountant
and Ms. Tran Thi Mins Huong, Officer
from Credit Support Fund Vietnam's
Women Union; Ms. Tran Thi Thaus
Huong, Officer and Ms. Le Kai Yen,
Accountant from Belgian Development
Agency and Mr. Kunal Gautam, Senior
Analyst from M-CRIL, India.
The team members were briefed on
RMDC operation and microfinance
models and practices and the history of
microfinance development in Nepal by
Mr. Ram Dayal Rajbanshi, Senior
Manager of RMDC. They also interacted
with the CEO of RMDC Mr. Shankar Man
Shrestha and other members of the

management of RMDC. Mr. Shrestha
made brief highlights on the challenges
of microfinance in Nepal and
approaches and strategies of RMDC to
combat the problems faced and keeping
Nepal microfinance on track and
achieve sustainable growth. The team
members discussed the current

(contd. from page 1)

Measuring Poverty ...
collect and verify. Scores can be computed by hand on
paper in real time. The PPI can help programs target
services, track changes in poverty over time, and report
on poverty rates.
The 19 MFIs were trained on the PPI tool in August
2013 in Kathmandu. Good Returns Mr. Butt was
resource person in the training program. After having
knowledge and basic skills on the PPI tool, the MFIs did
survey of their clients in their two branch areas.
The whole process from the class-room training to the
practice of client survey with the PPI tool in their
respective areas and the survey presentation has
encouraged the participating MFIs to use the PPI as a
simple and effective tool to measure poverty rate in
their program areas. As aforementioned, with the PPI
tool, MFIs can find out the change in poverty rate in the
geographical areas they are operating. At the end of
the program, RMDC, Good Return and the MFIs have
principally agreed to move ahead for full fledged survey
of their clients with the PPI tool to find out poverty rate
and track poverty rate over a period of time in the areas
they are operating. At the closing remarks, RMDCs CEO
Mr. Shrestha encouraged the participants to use PPI
tool and assured RMDCs necessary supports for
making this project a success.

scenario of microfinance in Vietnam
and exchanged their view and thoughts
with the CEO. The Vietnamese delegates
were very happy with their visit to
Nepal to study the microfinance sector
and new development in microfinance
in Nepal.
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Conference of
RMDC Partner
Cooperatives
in Dolakha
A one day workshop of Board of
Directors of RMDC's Partner
Cooperatives from Dolakha and
Ramechhap districts was held on
January 26, 2013. The main objective
of the program was sharing of progress,
achievements and experiences among
the partners. A total of 53 participants
from 5 cooperatives attended the
program.
The workshop was inaugurated and
chaired by Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha,
CEO of RMDC. In his opening remarks,
Mr. Shrestha expressed his happiness
to work with the cooperatives of
Dolakha and Ramechhap District. He
also highlighted the important role of
cooperatives to bring improvement in
the socio economic changes in the Rural
society. He also urged that cooperative
sector has grown as the foundation of
the National economy. He mentioned
important role of the boards of directors
to develop good organizational culture
which helps keep good governance and
maintain effective operation in their
organizations. He also suggested that
cooperatives should give priorities to
provide credit facility to unemployed
youths to create self employment.
Mr. Megh Raj Gajurel, Senior Manager
of RMDC & Coordinator of YUWAccess

project welcomed the participants, and
highlighted the role of cooperatives in
the project. He assured the continuous
support of capacity building and loan
fund from RMDC even after the
completion of the project. He also
expected good coordination and
participation to provide the loan facility
for the trainees who have completed
skill development training in the
financial assistance of YUWAccess
project. Mr. Achyut Hari Aryal, Country
Director, expressed his happiness to
see many cooperatives at one place to
share the experience and dicuss on the
issues. He also expected active
participation of cooperatives to achieve
the goal of YUWAccess project by
providing the credit facility to trainees
of the project and other unemployed
youths.
After the opening session, each
participating cooperative made its own
institutional presentation by
highlighting on its status, problems and
challenges, and initiatives taken to solve
the problems. The cooperatives also
shared their innovations in their
operations. Mr. Megh Raj Gajurel, Senior

Manager of RMDC summarized the key
issues and problems came out during
the presentations. CEO of RMDC,
Mr. Shrestha shared his views on the
possible solutions to the identified
issues/problems. The major problems
and issues identified in the conference
were: increasing overdue loans in
cooperatives, unsatisfactory outreach
expansion, issues of marketing of goods
and services produced by cooperative
members, multiple borrowing by
members, issues related to collateral,
lack of training to members and staff of
cooperatives and lack of technology in
cooperative sector. Mr. shrestha said
that the problem cropped up from our
own weaknesses and should be solved
by ourselves. The participants agreed
and vowed that they would not let
anystone unturned to overcome the
problems.
Mr. Bhola Nath Regmi, Senior officer
of RMDC made a presentation on
important aspect of cooperative
standard 2068. Mr. Suman Dhakal,
Project Coordinator/Microfinance
Expert, PlaNet Finance made a
presentation on YUWAccess Project in
which he highlighted the role of
cooperative in the project and briefed
the progress of the project.
Accepting the important role of
cooperatives in the society, the
participants in the conference passed
a resolution (Sankalpa) with
commitment to improve their systems
so as to address the problems and needs
of the communities.
Wrapping up the program, Mr. Shankar
Man Shrestha thanked the participants
for their active participation and
urged them to apply all learnings
from the program for betterment
of their performance in the days
to come.
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Bangladesh Microfinance Officials Visit Nepal MFIs

The Rural Microfinance Development
Centre Ltd. organized an eight day long
exposure visit program from January
22-29, 2014 for a team of thirteen
officials from Bangladesh. The team
comprised of six officials Dr. Sharif
Ahmed Chowdhury, Mr. Shah
Muhammad Ikhtiar Jahan Kabir, Mr.
Mahbub Helal Jelani, Mr. A.K.M. Faizul
Haque, Mr. Abul Kalam Azad and Mr.
Sudhir Kumar Das from Palli-Karma
Sahayak Foundation (PKSF); a wholesale
lending organization in Bangladesh; and
seven officials representing their
projects and partner organizations;
namely; Mr. MD Shahriar Mahmud, Mr.
MD Alauddin Ahmed, Mr. Ahmed
Mahmudur Rahman Khan and Mr. KH
Munir Hasan from PROSPER, Mr. MD
Anwarul Hoque from ENRICH, Mr.
Mohammad Rafiqul Islam from EcoSocial Development Organization
(ESDO) and Mr. Golam Mostafa from
RDRS Bangladesh. The exposure visit
program was coordinated by Ms.
Annapurna Shrestha and Mr. Pritha
Bahadur Thapa, managers of RMDC.
On the day of their arrival, the team was
given a brief orientation by Ms.
Annapurna Shrestha outlining the
program schedule and activities set for
the team. A session on the microfinance
sector in Nepal and RMDC's role and
activities was carried out on the third
day of the visit at Dhulikhel by senior
manager of RMDC, Mr. Ram Dayal
Rajbanshi. The Chief Executive Officer
of RMDC, Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha
was also present during the discussions.

The exposure visit program comprised
of field visits to the various partner
organizations of RMDC located in the
central and western regions of Nepal.
It was organized with a view to orient
the visiting team on the practices of
microfinance in Nepal. The group
visited various microfinance banks and
NGO MFIs working in the districts of
Kavre, Sindhupalchowk and Kaski.
They visited Swabalamban Laghubitta
Bikas Bank Ltd., branch in Kavre district;
Manushi, branch at Sindhupalchowk
district, head office of Shrijana Bikas
Kendra, Pokhara, Kaski district and the
branch and head office of the National
Educational & Social Development
Organization (NESDO), Pokhara, Kaski
district. The team participated in
discussions with the management, field
staff and microfinance women clients.
They also observed center meetings
and visited the households of the clients
to check the impact of microfinance on
the borrowers.
On their return
from Pokhara, the
officials had an
experience
sharing
interaction with
the CEO of RMDC,
Mr. Shankar Man
Shrestha and
other senior staff
of RMDC. Overall,
the team felt that
the microfinance
sector in Nepal

has been growing fast and that Nepal
and Bangladesh can learn from each
other. They suggested that the group
savings could be utilized for social
welfare activities as well and various
innovative activities could be developed
in accordance with the needs of the
people. They also pointed out that MFIs
should be careful about not drifting
away from their social mission.
However, they were very impressed
with the center meetings -well
organized, well dressed members (in
uniform), good decision making process
of the members, financial discipline etc
- and stated that it reminded them of
the golden era of the Grameen Bank.
This exchange visit further
strengthened the friendship between
the two institutions. The participants
departed with good memories of Nepal,
specially the panoramic view of hills
and mountains, and expressed their
gratification towards the warm
hospitality they received from the
people during their visit.
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Participation in
"3rd International
Trainers' Training"
Program

Indian Institute of Banking and Finance (IIBF),
Mumbai organized 3rd International Trainers' Training
program from February 10-15, 2014. The program was
held in Kohinoor City of Mumbai, India, which was
participated by 33 senior officials from different banks
and financial institutions of six countries i.e. Nepal,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Kenya, Zambia and India. There were
five participants from Nepal comprising Mr. Pritha Bahadur
Thapa, Manager of RMDC; Mr. Dirgha Rawal, Deputy
Director of Nepal Rastra Bank; Mr. Bhanu B. Dawadi,
Head Human Resource of NIC ASIA Bank Ltd.; Mr. Pankaj
Pant, Manager of Siddhartha Bank Ltd. and Mr. Dhan
Bahadur Thapa, Operation Head of Nepal Banking
Training Institute (NBTI).

The program was facilitated by CEO of IIBF, Dr. R. Bhaskaran;
Director of IIBF, S. Venkatesh; Joint Director duo of IIBF,
Dr. T.C.G. Namboodiri and Dr. Rekha Rani Singh; Vice President
of Sales of Tata Interactive Service, Mr. Kumar Vikrant and Chief
Counselor of Abhay Credit Counseling Centre, Mr. V.N. Kulkarni.
The objective of the training was to acquaint the participants
with necessary knowledge & skills on banking training modules
and enable them to be effective and practical trainer. The training
sessions were focused on faculty development, presentation
skills, conceptualization of topics, conduct & control over the
sessions. During the sessions, various training games, role plays,
exercises, practices and group presentations were presented
which made the training more effective, interactive and
interesting. At the end of the training, certificates of participation
were distributed to the participants.
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Exposure Visit of Partner MFIs of RMDC to Bangladesh
Some Partner MFIs of RMDC
visited MFIs of Bangladesh from
17-26 February 2014. The visit
program was organized by
RMDC in cooperation with
Integrated Development
Foundation Bangladesh (IDF). It
is a non-profit non-government
organization established in
December 1992 to work for the
poor people of mainly backward,
difficult and un-served areas of
Bangladesh though Microfinance
and other social business
activites). The main objective of
the visit was to give exposure to
Nepalese microfinance practitioners
about best practices of microfinance in
Bangladesh where microfinance is
grown well and succeed to improve the
livelihood of poor families. The visiting
team comprised ten senior officials
from the partner MFIs of RMDC and
one official from RMDC.
The participants were Deepak Shrestha,
Acting Microfinance Chief of Shrijana
Community Development Centre,
Siraha; Mr. Rosan Kumar Raut, Deputy
Manager of Nerude Laghubitta Bikas
Bank Ltd., Biratnagar; Mr. Naba Raj
Dahal., Department Chief of Nerude
Laghubitta Bikas Bank Ltd., Biratnagar;
Mr.Madhu Ram Khatri, Monitoring
Officer of Deprosc Laghubitta Bikash
Bank Limited, Chitwan; Mr. Ram Ekwal

Chaudhary Tharu, Branch Manager of
Deprosc Laghubitta Bikash Bank
Limited, Chitwan; Mr. Shree Krishna
Joshi from Chhimek Laghubitta Bikas
bank Limited, Kathmandu; Prem Raj
Joshi, Assistant Branch Manager of
Chhimek Laghubitta Bikas bank Limited,
Kathmandu; Ms. Goma Basnet, Branch
Manager of Sahara Nepal Saving and
Credit Cooperative ltd., Jhapa; Mr. Khem
Raj Puri, Branch Manager of Sahara
Nepal Saving & Credit Cooperative ltd.,
Jhapa; Ms. Rama Kumari Timilsina,
Branch Manager of Chartare Youth Club
Baglung and Mr. Bhola Nath Regmi
Senior Officer of RMDC. The team was
led by Mr. Bhola Nath Regmi.
During the visit, the team visited center
meeting, branch office and head office

(contd. from page 1)

RMDC's Disbursement ...
RMDC has also made a considerable
progress up-to the third quarter of
current fiscal year. Up-to the third quarter,
RMDC disbursed Rs. 1,516.09 million to
the partner organizations and recovered
Rs. 1,207.64 million from them. There
was also an increment of 32 new partner
organizations during this fiscal year.
The total number of partner organizations
of RMDC as of 13th April 2014 was 168,
which consisted of 124 cooperative
societies, 24 financial intermediary NGOs,
10 development banks (B class bank) and
10 microfinance banks (D class financial
institution). As mentioned above and
shown in Figure 2, cooperatives came out
as dominant type of partner organizations
of RMDC in terms of number.

MFDBs, 10
DBs, 10
FlNGOs, 24

of Grameen Bank, Bangladesh,
discussed various facets of the
operations of the bank. Likewise,
the participants also visited
centre meetings and branch
offices of IDF, ASA and BRAC. All
these organizations have been
providing microfinance as well
as other social services for the
overall development of the poor
people. Participants discussed
with the officials of those
organizations on their
operations activities and also
shared the experiences of Nepal.
There were interactions with the
clients, branch staff and senior officials
which helped to learn their overall
activities. The participants have
observed and discussed about MIS,
accounting, loan and saving products
and operational, financial efficiency and
other business & social activities of
those MFIs. The major places of visit
were Dhaka, Chittagong, Coxs bazaar
and Bandarban. The visit was fruitful
to the participants. There was roundup meeting with the IDF Executive
Director Mr. Zahirul Alam in Dhaka for
sharing of visit experience and
feedback. Each participant expressed
his/her satisfaction on learning from
the visit and showed their commitments
to use the gained knowledge in their
organizations.

The total loan outstanding amount with
the partner cooperative societies stood
at 55%, which is the highest share
among the different type of partner
organizations . The partner FI-NGOs
ranked second sharing 31% in the total
loan outstanding amount (see Figure 3).

DBs 4%

COOPS, 124

Fl-NGOs,
31%

MFDB s 10%

COOPs
55%

Figure 2: Composition of RMDC's
Partner Organizations
Figure 3: Composition of Loan Outstanding by
Different Types of POs
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Bi-Annual Review Meeting of Habitat for
Humanity Nepal Convened
In collaboration with the Rural Micro
Finance Development Centre Ltd.
(RMDC), Habitat for Humanity Nepal
convened Bi-annual Partners' Review
Meeting in Biratnagar on February 2021, 2014.The 2 day meeting was hosted
by Jeevan Bikas Samaj, which was
attended by 81participants from various
organizations.
The main objectives of the meeting
were to highlight on the following
topics:1. Review on progress of 100,000
Housing Campaign.
2. Sharing of 1 Million Housing
campaign to the partners and
gathering the response as a way
forward.
3. RMDC support and assistance for
1 Million Housing Campaign.
The program commenced with the
welcome speech by Mr.Yogendra
Mandal, Founder Chairperson of Jeevan
Bikas Samaj. The students of Jeevan
Bikas Public School then presented
their dance performances on various
songs with national feelings as a mark
to welcome the guests. The program
then formally moved forward by the
opening remarks by Mr. Shankar Man
Shrestha, CEO of RMDC. He highlighted
the holistic development approach in
the housing finance for the poor in
Nepal. He focused on the need of
complete housing with toilet, water,
home gardening and other basic needs
for housing. "Since the main focus of
RMDC was on income generation, most
of the clients have been able to raise
their income and now there should also

be focus on housing" Mr. Shrestha said.
He also said housing loan should be
provided easily to those who need it.
Mr. Ram Dayal Rajbansh, senior
manager from RMDC made a
presentation on Housing Microfinance
(HMF) in Nepal. He shared that HMF
refers to non-mortgage housing microloans provided to low-income
households for construction of new
home, improvements of existing house
or purchase of residential land. He also
presented National Statistics on
Housing. Along with statistical report
Mr. Rajbanshi concluded saying that
there is a great scope of housing finance
for the low income families in Nepal.
MFls can increase its total outreach and
business, delivering housing finance. It
can make a great progress in achieving
their social mission of uplifting the poor.
Mr. Aruna Paul, Country Director of
Habitat for Humanity Nepal, shared his
thought on the need of housing in Nepal.
He started with the life changing stories
of few home partners. Having shared
the success stories
Mr. Paul focused on
the importance of 1
Million-Housing
Campaign by 2020
to address 33% of
the housing need in
Nepal. To create a
feeling of
ownership among
participants, Mr.
Paul emphasized
that the campaign
is "Nepal Initiated,
Nepal Directed and

Nepal Owned Program". He also
mentioned about the construction
methodology which has been adopted
by HFHN.
The participants visited 30 houses built
by Jeevan Bikas Samaj in Morang. They
also interacted with the owners of those
houses to know how their lives have
changed after having own home. Seeing
the simple, decent and affordable houses
with nominal loan size, the participants
were also encouraged to replicate the
process of constructing similar houses
through their organizations. The use of
locally available resources and easy to
build methodology had in fact grabbed
the attention of the participants of event.
On the second day of the program, some
partner organizations of HFHN shared
their experiences in investment on
housing. They focused on the need of
housing, shared their experiences of
working in the housing sector, explained
the change that the bamboo and mudwood houses brought in the lives of the
poor people.
At the end of the program, in his closing
remarks, Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha
said that all MFIs should be able to
address poor housing condition of the
clients. He expressed his wish to see
MFIs building four hundred thousand
homes within two years. He said that
RMDC would provide housing loans to
MFIs to onlend to the poor and urged
the MFIs to introduce housing loan as
a loan product and help the homeless
clients to have better house and bring
change in their lives.
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Jeevan Bikas Public Health
Care Center Inaugurated

Jeevan Bikas Public Health Care Center
has been established at Katahari,
Morang on February 22, 2014 by Jeevan
Bikas Samaj, a financial intermediary
NGO providing microfinance services
to the poor and the deprived people in
the Eastern Region of Nepal as its
corporate social responsibility. The
Center was inaugurated by the Chief
Executive Officer of the Rural
Microfinance Development Centre Ltd.,
Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha in a function
organized in the premises of the Jeevan
Bikas Samaj. This is the first of its kind
of service launched by a FINGO in Nepal.
In the inauguration ceremony Chief

Guest Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha
lightened a lamp on the Panas and
opened the curtain of the health care
center.
He also congratulated Jeevan Bikas
Samaj for initiating such an important
service to the poor communities with
its own resource and he also highlighted
the role of microfinance in building
inclusive, poverty free and prosperous
Nepal. He said "Microfinance sector has
been able to bring a lot of changes in
the lives of the poor women, but there
are so many other problems still being
faced by poor people, one of them is
absence of a health services in the

villages. There are two main reasons
of health problem one: the people
don'tknow what kind of disease they
have and the other: there is not any
health service center nearby their
villages. It's very difficult and costly for
them to reach health service center
because of the long distance from their
places".
The ceremony was chaired by Executive
Chairman of Jeevan Bikas Samaj, Mr.
Yogendra Mandal. The program was
participated by other personalities such
as the Country Director of the Habitat
for Humanity International Nepal, Mr.
Aruna Paul; Chairman of the Biratnagar
Hospital Pvt. Ltd., Dr. Gyanendra Man
Karki; Chairperson of the Forward
Community Microfinance Bittya Sanstha
Ltd., Sunsari, Ms. Bhagabati Chaudhary;
and other guests, microfinance
practitioners, bankers, professionals,
elites, community leaders and about five
hundred microfinance members and
their spouses. In the ceremony, Mr.
Aruna Paul and Dr. Gyanendra Man
Karki, were offered felicitations of
Jeevan Bikas Samaj by the Chief Guest
Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha for their
outstanding contributions in their
respective fields.
The health care center will provide OPD
service on the diseases such as diabetes,
blood pressure, primary health check
up etc. It will also conduct health
awareness program for women and
children and also organize health camps
such as eye camps, dental camps in the
rural areas.
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Review Workshop of
RMDC's Partner MFIs Convened in Chitwan

The Central Regional Annual Review Workshop of partner
MFIs of RMDC was held on March 10-11, 2014 in Bharatpur,
Chitwan. This was the last regional workshop for the fiscal
year 2070-71. It was attended by 54 participants
representing 25 Partner Organizations of RMDC operating
in the central region of Nepal. The workshop brought
together the chairpersons and executive chiefs of the
participating organizations.
The annual workshop aimed at creating a forum for sharing
experiences, problems, progress and achievements of
MFIs and developing relationship and coordination between
the POs of RMDC. The workshop was coordinated by
Ms. Annapurna Shrestha, Manager, RMDC. Senior Manager
Mr. Ram Dayal Rajbanshi delivered the welcome remarks
and highlighted the objective of the workshop. He said,
"RMDC intends to develop the capacity of microfinance
institutions which in turn provide quality services to
their clients.
In his opening remarks, CEO of RMDC, Mr. Shankar Man
Shrestha said, "Many MFIs are turning a blind eye to
problems that are being experienced in the grass root level,
especially multiple financing that has caused overindebtedness of clients. If we continue this, we will end up
like Andhra Pradesh." Mr. Shrestha stressed on the fact that
many MFIs are in the race of profiteering and have forgotten
their main objective of poverty alleviation and this in turn
could have unwarranted repercussions on the sector. He
acknowledged the good work carried out by the various
partners in the region stating that, "Competition is necessary
as it keeps us on our toes. However, unhealthy competition
leads to self damage."
On the first day of the workshop, participating MFIs
presented their progress reports, problems and challenges
experienced and the various activities undertaken by them.
On the second day, all participating MFIs were divided

into three groups: microfinance banks, small farmers' agricultural
cooperatives ltd. (SFCLs) and cooperatives. Each group was asked
to conduct a SWOT (Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat)
analysis of the institutions and make group presentations in the
plenary. Following the SWOT analysis, the same groups were
asked to come up with strategies to move ahead to ensure safe,
sustainable and sensible microfinance that address the needs of
the masses.
At the end of the workshop, the groups presented strategies for
improving the quality of microfinance and creating impact on
the lives of the masses. On the occasion, in his concluding remarks,
Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha said, "Microfinance is now at a crossroad. Much has to be done to improve the microfinance system
and to keep it out from distortions. We need to come up with
new, innovative ideas and make microfinance interesting,
charming, exciting and client friendly. We need to excite our
clients." Mr. Shrestha urged the participants to make frequent
visits to their clients and interact with their field staff on a regular
basis to find out problems and solve them at the source itself. At
the end, he added, "Duplication is not the problem. It is the end
result of it, over-indebtedness of the clients that is causing
worry." The workshop ended on a high note with all the
participants resolution to carry on a more responsible
microfinance in the country.
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RMDC's Partner
Cooperatives'
Conference
held at Butwal

RMDC organized a one day conference
of the Board of Directors of 12 partner
cooperatives operating in the districts
of Palpa, Gulmi and Rupandehi at
Butwal, Rupandehi on March 13, 2014,
where 101 board membersof those
cooperatives attended. This is the third
such conference that RMDC organized
in FY 070/71 aiming to make aware the
board members on their roles and
responsibilities in running their
cooperatives more effectively. The
conference also attempted to foster an
in-depth understanding of the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats
of cooperatives in the present situation.
Senior Manager Mr. Ram Dayal
Rajbanshi, in his welcome address,
highlighted the purpose of the
conference and the roles and
importance of the cooperative sector in
alleviation of poverty in Nepal. Mr.
Rajbanshi also gave a brief background
of RMDC and its work and activities. He
said, "Around 25,000 cooperatives exist
in Nepal. But, are they all really working

well? They have to be sustainable,
disciplined and well managed." He
added, "That is where the role of the
board comes into play as they are the
decision makers. Thus, RMDC has been
conducting such programs focusing on
the capacity building of its POs."
The conference was inaugurated by
CEO of RMDC, Mr. Shankar Man
Shrestha. During his opening remarks
Mr. Shrestha emphasized on the pivotal
role of cooperatives in the development
and upliftment of the poor. Mr. Shrestha
said, "RMDC's focus is now with our
partner cooperatives as they are indirect touch with the people." He
stressed on the fact that the board
members themselves set the future of
an institution and hence they need to
be active and dynamic to address
programs to suit the local needs and
potentials. "Our country's biggest
challenge is the lack of luster
performance in our agricultural sector.
Only the cooperative sector can bring
about a revolution in this regard," he

added. Mr. Shrestha urged the
participants to include the youths in
their programs and come up with
inclusive and innovative ideas
that would benefit the agricultural
sector.
The business session of the conference
consisted of participating organizations
presenting their progress reports, their
achievements, innovative products and
challenges faced. During the second half
of the day, all the participants were
divided into four groups to have the
SWOT (Strength, Weakness,
Opportunity and Threat) analysis of
cooperatives. The group discussions
ended with a presentation by each
group on their respective findings. This
was followed by each of the groups
discussing and coming up with
strategies to develop cooperatives into
viable, sustainable and socially
responsible institutions.
At the closing session, CEO of RMDC,
Mr. Shrestha thanked all the participants
for their valuable contribution and
active participation in making the
conference a success. He said, "All the
interesting discussions that we have
shared and experienced today can't
be found in any book. We have the
experience and knowledge. Let us put
it for good use." At the end, he urged
the participants to conduct a similar
interaction at their respective
organizations with their staff and some
influential clients to revise the vision,
mission and goals of their respective
organizations.
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RMDC Organized Value Based Leadership Workshop
for its Partner Cooperatives

RMDC organized a two day leadership
development workshop from April 2-3,
2014 in Kathmandu. The workshop was
designed for the chairmen and chief
executive officers of partner
cooperatives of RMDC. There were a
total of 31 participants at the workshop.
This is the third such program that
RMDC has organized focusing on the
development of capable and effective
leaders. As cooperatives play a vital role
in the microfinance sector of Nepal,
RMDC believes that there is a great need
of building the capacity of their leaders,
mainly chairpersons, to enable them to
attain sustainable growth and good
governance in such institutions.
The workshop was very fruitful and
was facilitated by Mr. Bikal Prasad
Sherchan and Ms. Usha Malla Singh of
National Institute for Leadership
Development Pvt. Ltd. This workshop
was designed after studying the
cooperatives' needs and requirements.
Both resource persons were well
equipped with required knowledge,
confidence and expertise to deal with
the cooperative leaders. They were
capable of providing the participants
with relevant examples. This was
further supplemented by CEO of RMDC,
Mr. Shankar Man Shrestha, who was
present during the entire workshop and

was able to provide necessary linkage
with what was being discussed during
the workshop and the current prevalent
situation in microfinance and the
cooperative sector.
As before, the workshop entailed
classroom presentations as well as
interactive group discussions, debating
exercise and experience sharing
sessions. During the closing session, Mr.
Shankar Man Shrestha thanked the
resource persons for their contribution
and facilitating the workshop in an
interesting and effective manner. Mr.
Shrestha said, "A leader should be a
model for others to learn from. Everyday
cooperatives face new challenges and
the leaders on top must have the
capacity and capability to cope with
such challenges and instead use it to

their advantage." He further added that
it was essential to have a leader who
not only was good in decision making,
but also could encourage the similar
habits within his team members.
The participants were fully engaged and
attentive during the two day workshop.
They expressed their thanks to RMDC
for giving them the opportunity to
participate in such a stimulating
workshop. With RMDC's partner
cooperatives increasing every year;
such a program focusing on the
development of its leaders was ideal in
the current situation. The positive
feedback and enthusiasm received
from the participate at the end of the
program has encouraged RMDC to
conduct a second workshop in the near
future.
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Congratulation to Ms. Kesha Pariyar, microfinance member,
for being selected for Business for Peace Award 2014
RMDC would like to congratulate Ms.
Kesha Pariyar for being selected for
globally coveted Business for Peace
Award 2014. The award is given by
Business for Peace Foundation, Based
in Oslo, Norway. She will be awarded in
a special function on May 15th, 2014
in the City Hall, Oslo.
The selection committee has cited in
the award "Business for Peace
Honourees are businesspersons who,
through their own actions and
commitments, promote socially
responsible and ethical business
practices in an outstanding way, and set
an examples to the World,"
Ms. Kesha Pariyar is a microfinance
client of NESDO Nepal, a partner MFI of
RMDC. She is a member of Unnatishil
Mahila Swabalamban Kendra, Kendra
no. 50 of Khanigaun VDC of Parbat
district. She joined microfinance
program of NESDO Nepal in 2005 and
took first loan of Rs. 10,000 and with
that amount she purchased a sewing
machine and started a tailoring
business. She took second, third, fourth,

fifth, sixth ,seventh and eighth loan
of Rs. 10,000, Rs.15,000, Rs.30,000,
Rs.10,000, Rs.20,000, Rs. 40,000
and Rs. 25,000 respectively and
invested the loans, to expand her
tailoring business. Now her
enterprise provides full time
employment to six persons
including her husband and a
daughter.
Kesha belongs to a poor Dalit family
of Binamare-7, Baglung who was
married to Tek Bahadur Pariyar of
Khanigaon-5, Parbat at the age of
18. Struggling to meet two square meals
a day and overcoming social
discrimination being a poor Dalit
woman, she became member of the
microfinance program and utilized
small collateral free loan to start and
expand her business. At the same time
she has been encouraging the socially
backward groups to advocate for their
rights and also motivated them to do
some income generating activities to
uplift their livelihood.
She was elected as Chairperson of

District Micro Entrepreneurs' Groups
Association, Parbat in 2005 and also
elected to lead National Micro
Entrepreneurs Federation Nepal in
2006. Since then, Kesha has been
providing continuous leadership to over
70,000 micro entrepreneurs. Her
leadership and success has inspired
many others to become entrepreneurs,
explore self-employment opportunities
and overcome discriminations. She has
been able to create self identity in the
international level which is a pride for
all microfinance stakeholders.

Partner's News

Free Health Camp Organized
In joint collaboration of Jana Sahayogi Saving and Credit
Cooperative Ltd., Mali and Jiri Hospital Development
Committee, a one day free health camp was organized in
Mali VDC of Dolakha district. Jana Sahayogi Saving and
Credit Cooperative Ltd. is a partner organization of RMDC
operating in remote and hilly areas of Dolakha district.
In the camp, a team of five doctors from Jiri Hospital Dr.
Roshan Khatri, Dr. Samir Thapa, Dr. Mahendra Poudel, Dr.
Jitendra Khatri and Dr. Ashish provided free health check
up services to 174 persons. In the program, medicines
were also distributed free of cost. Those people who were
deprived of health services due to their poor financial
conditions were benefitted a lot from the health camp and
they also expressed their happiness for getting free
treatment.
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